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Abstract—With declining costs and increasing performance,
the deployment of renewable energy systems is growing faster.
Particular attention is given to stand-alone solar photovoltaic
systems in rural areas or where grid extension is unfeasible.
Tools to evaluate electrification projects are available, but they
are based on simulations that do not cover all aspects of the
design space. Automated verification using model checking has
proven to be an effective technique to program verification. This
paper marks the first application of software model checking
to formally verify the design of a stand-alone solar photovoltaic
system including solar panel, charge controller, battery, inverter,
and electric load. Case studies, from real photovoltaic systems
deployed in five different sites, ranging from 700W to 1,200W,
were used to evaluate this proposed approach and to compare
that with specialized simulation tools. Data from practical ap-
plications show the effectiveness of our approach, where specific
conditions that lead to failures in a photovoltaic solar system are
only detected by our automated verification method.
Index Terms—Formal verification, model checking, photo-
voltaic power systems, power system modeling, solar power
generation.
I. INTRODUCTION
ACCORDING to Coelho et al. [1], there are presently 1.3billion people with no access to electricity worldwide.
Only a niche market a few years ago, solar photovoltaic (PV)
systems are now becoming a mainstream electricity provider.
There was an increase of approximately 50% from 2016 to
2017 in terms of new installations of PV all over the world
[2]. That scenario brings the need for design validation –
ensuring the correctness of the design at earliest stages – which
is a major challenge in any responsible system development
process, and the activities intended for its solution occupy an
ever increasing portions of the development cycle cost and
time budgets [3].
In order to model, simulate, or evaluate a PV system, there
are a myriad of specialized tools available in the market such
as RETScreen, HOMER, PVWatts, SAM, and Hybrid2 [4]–
[8]; and even general purpose simulation tools such as PSpice,
Saber, or MATLAB/Simulink package [9], [10]. However,
those tools are based on running experiments in simulation
models. Simulation has the advantage of being cheap (if
compared to test in real systems) and can be employed before
the system design is concluded but it has the drawback of
an incomplete coverage since the verification of all possible
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combinations and potential failures of a system is rarely
possible or even unfeasible [3] to be achieved in practice.
Formal methods based on model checking offer a great
potential to obtain a more effective and faster verification in
the design process [3]. Any kind of system can be specified
as computer programs using mathematical logic, which consti-
tutes the intended (correct) behavior; then, one can try to give a
formal proof or otherwise establish that the program meets its
specification. User or project requirements can be added during
the creation of the formal model to be verified. Model checking
algorithms can then verify the system model by systematically
exploring all its states to check whether the requirements
are met by the given system. In this study, a mathematical
model of each component of a stand-alone PV system, as
panel solar, charge controller, batteries, inverter, and electrical
load are created. The behavior of each system component can
be analyzed and observed with the support of those formal
models, as a joint operation of the components, which in this
case represents the operation of the solar PV system itself. A
key benefit to this approach is that it helps in the detection
of flaws in the design phase of system development, thereby
considerably improving system reliability [11].
Related to solar PV systems, the project requirements,
as battery autonomy and power demand, besides weather
conditions, as solar irradiance and ambient temperature, are
translated as part of the computer program and automatically
verified during the formal process. The model checking tool
reports in which conditions a system does not meet the user
requirements or whether it will fail due to weather conditions,
which aids to improve the project itself. The implementation of
the proposed tool is carried out by means of the efficient SMT-
based bounded model checker (ESBMC) [12], which allows
one to incrementally verify a PV system as an imperative
program using a fragment of decidable first-order theories [13].
In prior studies, the evaluation of PV systems w.r.t. user
requirements were performed by software simulation tools
using MATLAB/Simulink [10], [14], [15], or HOMER Pro
[16]. Some related studies were carried out toward the formal
modeling of power smart grids [11] and to maximize the
power point of solar panels [17]; however, those studies do
not perform automated formal verification and they restrict
themselves to solar panels or smart grids. In addition, recent
research that applies formal verification to solar energy, has
attempted to formalize and implement a formal study of large
population of PV panels, where the focus has been on the
modeling of the dynamics of PV panels and their interaction
with the grid, without batteries [18]; or to model a PV system
in Modelica, to verify the maximum power point of solar
panels with the use of Jmodelica tool [19]. Both studies restrict
to PV panels, and do not include batteries, inverters, and
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2charge controllers.
Given the current knowledge in formal verification, this
is the first study to apply a formal verification technique to
formally check the design of a stand-alone solar PV system.
In summary, this paper makes three original contributions.
Firstly, we describe a modular modeling of each component
of a PV system by means of mathematical models that can
be encoded into fragments of first-order theories supported by
software model checkers. Secondly, we propose an automated
verification method that formally checks the design of a
given PV system using incremental model checking based on
Satisfiability Module Theories (SMT). Thirdly, experimental
results show that this proposed approach can find subtle design
errors in PV systems, which are not easily detected by other
state-of-the-art approaches based on simulation.
Outline. Section II gives the background about solar PV
systems, design and validation of PV systems, and the mathe-
matical modeling. Section III presents the automated verifica-
tion technique. The methodology is presented in section IV.
Section V is devoted to the results. Section VI presents the
conclusion and describes future work.
II. SOLAR PHOTOVOLTAIC SYSTEM
PV systems are classified into three distinct types [20]:
(1) stand-alone systems, where the energy is generated and
consumed in the same place and which do not interact with
the main grid; (2) grid-connected systems; and (3) solar PV
hybrid system. Specifically for the energy needed for remote
rural areas of developing countries or places where the grid
extension is not possible or even feasible, the most suitable
configuration is the regulated stand-alone system with battery
and AC load; this configuration is the focus of this study.
A. Design and Simulation of Solar PV systems
In order to address different aspects of the PV system
design, there are various software tools available in the lit-
erature [21], [22]. The capabilities of those tools range from
simple solar resource and energy production estimation, to
complex financial analysis and project optimization. Here we
evaluated the most popular ones: PVWatts, SAM, HOMER,
RETScreen, and Hybrid2 [4]–[8].
Table I summarizes the off-the-shelf tools employed here,
where only Hybrid2 does not have technical support; HOMER
and Hybrid2 perform off-grid system or battery backup analy-
sis. Additionally, HOMER and RETScreen include economical
analysis or even optimization-sensitive analysis. RETScreen
and HOMER have a free web-based version, but they have
limited resources since they do not allow us to save the PV
projects or even upload data from manufacturers. However,
commercial version of those tools, called RETScreen Expert
and HOMER Pro, are available only for Microsoft Windows
and the annual subscription typically range from US$504.00
to US$657.00.
In this study, only HOMER remains for a comparative
evaluation with our proposed verification approach. Thus,
the main challenge here is to demonstrate the application of
software model checking to formally verify a stand-alone PV
solution, thus proving that this approach is more effective and
TABLE I
COMPARATIVE COVERAGE OF REFERENCE SOFTWARE
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Support X X X X
Off-grid systems X X X
Hybrid systems X X X
Photovoltaics X X X X X
Batteries X X
Main technical (T)
or economical(E) T T E E T
Optimization X X
Sensitive analysis X X
complete than other state-of-the-art tool such as HOMER Pro.
The comparative evaluation between HOMER Pro and our
approach is presented in Section V-C.
B. Component models for a stand-alone PV system
The mathematical modeling of the PV system is based on
modular blocks, as illustrated in Fig.1. It identifies the PV
generator, batteries, charge controller, inverter, and AC load.
The PV generator, which can be a panel or an array, is a
semiconductor device that can convert solar energy into DC
electricity. In Fig.1, there are two variables that depend on
the site where the system is deployed and the weather (i.e.,
solar irradiance G and temperature T ). For night hours or
rainy days, we need to hold batteries, where power can be
stored and used. The use of battery as a storage form implies
the presence of a charge controller [23], [24]. The PV arrays
produce DC and therefore when the PV system contains an
AC load, a DC/AC conversion is required. That converter is
called of inverter; and the AC load dictates the behavior of AC
electrical load from the house that will be fed by the system.
Fig. 1. Block diagram for a typical stand-alone PV system [23].
C. PV generator model
The performance of PV systems is usually studied using an
equivalent circuit model [24]–[26], which consists of a current
source with one or two diodes connected in parallel, and up
to two resistors, one connected in parallel and the other one in
series, to take into account energy losses in this model [27].
3Fig. 2. 1-diode equivalent PV cell/panel circuit model [27].
The 1-diode model, illustrated in Fig. 2, whose equation
relates the output current, I , to the output voltage, V , is
described by Eq. (1):
I = Iph − ID1 = Iph − I0
[
exp
(
V
NaVT
)]
, (1)
where Iph is the photocurrent delivered by the constant current
source; I0 is the reverse saturation current corresponding to
the diode; N is the number of series-connected cells (N = 1
in a single cell configuration); a is the ideality factor (or
quality factor) that takes into account the deviation of the
diodes from the Shockley diffusion theory (a = 1 for ideal
diodes and between 1 and 2 for real diodes); VT is the
thermal voltage (VT = kBT/q); kB is the Boltzmann constant
(1.3806503× 10−23J); T the temperature of the p-n junction
(or cell temperature) in Kelvin; q is absolute value of the
electron’s charge (−1.60217646× 10−19C).
The simplified model of 1-diode has demonstrated that it has
a small error rate, between 0.03% and 4.68% from selected
PV panels tested [26]. In addition, this mathematical modeling
has the advantage of being an explicit model, which does not
use iterative numerical calculation, which is time-consuming
to computing [27]. Eq. (1) is used to express currents and
voltages at each key point of the characteristic curve from a
PV cell [28]. The voltage and the current at the maximum
power point tracking (MPPT), can be described by Equations
(2), (3), and (4) as follows [26]:
Vm =
aNkBT
q
ln
(
aNkBT
qI0
Isc
Voc
)
. (2)
Im = Iph + I0 − aNkBT
q
(
Isc
Voc
)
. (3)
Pm = VmIm. (4)
However, the photocurrent delivered by the constant current
source (Iph) or even the reverse saturation current (I0) are
not given by PV manufacturers. Therefore, Eq. (5) is used
to calculate the photocurrent as function of irradiance and
temperature [28]:
Iph =
G
Gref
[Iph,ref + µI (T − Tref )] , (5)
where the reference state (STC) of the cell is given by the
solar irradiance Gref = 1000W/m2 and the temperature
Tref = 298.15K(= 25
oC); µI is the short-circuit current
temperature coefficient (A/K) (provided by PV manufactur-
ers). Iph,ref can be approximated to the reference short-circuit
current [29] that is provided by PV manufacturers (Isc,ref ).
The cell temperature (T ) is described by Eq. 6 [30]:
T = Tair +
NOCT − 20
800
G, (6)
where Tair is the ambient temperature, NOCT is the nominal
operating cell temperature (in oC) that is found at the PV
manufacturer’s data-sheet [30], and G is the solar irradiance
(W/m2) of the place where the PV system is deployed.
Furthermore, Eq. (7) permits the saturation current (I0) to
be expressed as a function of the cell temperature as [28]
I0 =
Isc,ref + µI(T − Tref )
exp
[
q(Voc,ref + µV (T − Tref ))
aNkBT
]
− 1
, (7)
where Voc,ref is the reference open-circuit voltage and µV is
an open-circuit voltage temperature coefficient (V/K).
Using the maximum power point current (cf. Eq. (4)) and
the saturation current in the reference temperature given by
Eq. (7), the diode ideality factor is determined by Eq. (8):
a =
q(Vm,ref − Voc,ref )
NkBT
1
ln
(
1− Im,ref
Isc,ref
) , (8)
where Vmref , Voc,ref , Im,ref , and Isc,ref are key cell values
obtained under both actual cell temperature and solar irradi-
ance conditions, usually provided by manufacturers; the PV
generator model is now completely determined.
In addition to the model verification performed by the
proposed technique, there is the prior stage of PV system
sizing check, based on manufacturer’s data and information
from the sizing and the site; this stage ensures that the sys-
tem meets its specification, thereby considering the standard
project steps [31]. Firstly, we need to correct the energy
consumption estimated to the load (Econsumption), which is
carried out by Eq. (9) [31], where the efficiency of batteries
(ηb), controller (ηc), and the inverter (ηi) are considered as
Ecorrected =
Econsumption
ηbηcηi
. (9)
The total minimum number of needed solar panels
(NTPmin) is computed by Eq. (10) and the check is performed
using Eq. (11), where the sized number of panels (NTP ) must
be greater than the result from Eq. (10).
NTPmin =
Ecorrected
Ep
. (10)
NTP ≥ NTPmin. (11)
Particularly, the total number of panels in series (NPSmin)
and parallel (NPPmin) are given by (12) and (13), respectively.
With the check performed by (14) and (15), Vsystem is the DC
voltage of the bus, normally 12, 24 or 48 V.
NPSmin =
Vsystem
Vm,ref
. (12)
NPPmin =
NTPmin
NPSmin
. (13)
NPS ≥ NPSmin. (14)
NPP ≥ NPPmin. (15)
4D. The Battery Storage Model
Various models have been described in the literature and
the most common ones are based on lead-acid batteries [31]–
[33]; that kind of battery has relative low cost and wide
availability [32]. Here, the model adopted uses only manufac-
turer’s data without empirical tests [32]. The discharge voltage
equation is described by (16) as
Vd = [2.085− 0.12(1− SOC)]−
I
C10
(
4
1 + I1.3
+
0.27
SOC1.5
+ 0.02
)
(1− 0.007∆T ), (16)
where C10 means 10h of rated capacity, which is standard
on the manufacturer’s data-sheet, ∆T is temperature variation
(∆T = T − Tref , Tref = 25oC), SOC or state of charge
indicates how much electric charge is stored in the cell at
a given time. Mathematically, it is the ratio between the
present capacity and the nominal capacity (in Ah, provided
by manufacturer). If SOC = 1, then the battery is totally
charged; and if SOC = 0, then the battery is fully discharged.
The depth of discharge (DOD) or the fraction of discharge,
is DOC = 1− SOC.
For the charging process, however, the parameters are
described by Eq. (17) as
Vc = [2 + 0.16SOC]+
I
C10
(
6
1 + I0.86
+
0.48
(1− SOC)1.2 + 0.036
)
(1−0.025∆T ).
(17)
Note that SOC can be calculated easily at any point during
the discharge period, thereby considering the current drained
from batteries during a certain time period. In addition to the
model verification, there is also the prior stage of project sizing
check, as performed for the solar panel. Firstly we define the
total capacity of the battery bank, as described by Eq. (18) as
Cbank =
Ecorrected × autonomy
Vsystem ×DOD . (18)
where the variable autonomy is a design definition and
normally has a value ranging from 6 to 48h; the other variables
were discussed previously in Section II-C and II-D. Secondly,
the total (minimum) number of batteries is computed, as
described by Eq. (19). Additionally, Eq. (20) performs the
final sizing check, thus considering the number of batteries in
series (NBS) and the number of batteries in parallel (NBP )
that are established to the project.
NBtotal = NBSmin×NBPmin = Vsystem
Vbat
× Cbank
C20
. (19)
(NBS ×NBP ) ≥ NBtotal. (20)
E. Charge Controller Model
In general, there are two main operating modes for the
controller [22]: normal operating condition, when the battery
voltage fluctuates between maximum and minimum voltages;
and overcharge or over-discharge conditions, which occur
when the battery voltage reaches some critical values.
TABLE II
SUMMARY OF THE CONTROLLER PROCESS (SOURCE: [23])
Step Constraint Command
(1) If V > Vmax offand Iload < Ipv
Disconnect PV array
from the system
(2) If command (1) isdone and V < Vmax on
Reconnect PV array
to the system
(3) If V < Vmin off and
Iload > Ipv
Disconnect the load
from the system
(4) If command (3) isdone and V > Vmin on
Reconnect the load
to the system
To protect the battery against an excessive charge, the PV
arrays are disconnected from the system, when the terminal
voltage increases above a certain threshold Vmax off and
when the current required by the load is less than the current
delivered by the PV arrays [23]. PV arrays are connected
again when the terminal voltage decreases below a certain
value Vmax on. In order to protect the battery against excessive
discharge, the load is disconnected when the terminal voltage
falls below a certain threshold Vmin off and when the current
required by the load is larger than the current delivered by the
PV arrays [23]. The load is reconnected to the system, when
the terminal voltage is above a certain value Vmin on. The
steps in the modeling of the controller process are summarized
in Table II.
The output power (Pout) of DC-DC converter is given by
Eq. (21) as
Pin = Pout. (21)
Assuming that the efficiency of the controller (ηc) is a
manufacturer’s data, from Eq. (21) we compute Eq. (22) as
VinIinηc = VoutIout, (22)
where Vin is the voltage across the PV array, Iin is the output
current of PV array, Vout = Vb = Vsystem is the DC bus
voltage, and Iout is the output current from the converter.
One more time, some steps must be done to check the sizing
project of the controller, prior the verification phase. Initially,
the controller must meet the voltage requirement of the PV
system, as described by Eq. (23):
Vc = Vsystem. (23)
Following, the short circuit reference information from
the manufacturer’s solar panel must be corrected to the cell
temperature, as described by Eq. (24):
Isc,amb = Isc,ref × [1 + ηI × (T − 25)] . (24)
The controller must meet the maximum current from the
PV array given by (25) and (26).
Ic,min = Isc,amb ×NPP . (25)
Ic ≥ Ic,min. (26)
5F. The inverter model
The role of the inverter is to keep the voltage constant on
the AC side, i.e., at the rated voltage, and to convert the input
power Pin into the output power Pout with the best possible
efficiency ηi as described by Eq. (27) [23]:
ηi =
Pout
Pin
=
VACIACcosϕ
VDCIDC
, (27)
where IDC is the current required by the inverter from the
DC source to be able to keep the rated voltage on the AC
side, VDC is the input voltage to the inverter delivered by the
DC source (PV panel or battery), VAC and IAC are the output
voltage and current, respectively, and cosϕ can be obtained
from the inverter’s data-sheet.
The sizing project check of the inverter is carried out by
means of three equations. Eq. (28) ensures that the input
voltage of the controller meets the system voltage. Eq. (29)
ensures that the output voltage of the controller meets the AC
voltage of the load. Finally, Eq. (30) ensures that the controller
can support the total demand of the load and the surge power.
VinDC = Vsystem. (28)
VoutAC = VAC . (29)
[(Demand ≤ PAC,ref ) and (Psurge ≤MAXAC,ref )] .
(30)
III. AUTOMATED VERIFICATION USING MODEL
CHECKING
Validation is the process of determining whether a design
meets the user requirements, whereas verification is the pro-
cess of determining whether a design meets a set of require-
ments, specifications, and regulations [3]. If the requirements,
specifications, and regulations are given in a formal language,
then it may be possible to automate the verification process,
thus resulting in a process known as formal verification.
Verification may form part of a validation process. While
simulation and testing explore some of the possible behaviors
and scenarios of the system, leaving open the question of
whether the unexplored trajectories may contain a flaw, formal
verification conducts an exhaustive exploration of all possible
behaviors. Thus, when a design is pronounced correct by a
formal verification method, it implies that all behaviors have
been explored, and the questions of adequate coverage or a
missed behavior becomes irrelevant [34].
Formal verification is a systematic approach that applies
mathematical reasoning to obtain guarantees about the correct-
ness of a system [35]; one successful method in this domain is
model checking [34]. The process of model checking can be
split into three main components: modeling, specification, and
verification method. In modeling, a model (normally mathe-
matical) of the system is created; in specification, normally a
list of properties to be satisfied by the system is established,
i.e., the requirements, normally expressed in a temporal logic
form (e.g., CTL or LTL). The model checking algorithm can
be described as [3]:
• Given the model M and a CTL (or LTL) formula φ as
input;
• Model checking algorithm provides all the states of model
M which satisfies φ;
• It returns YES if φ is TRUE, or returns NO if φ is FALSE.
Specifically for the FALSE verification result, the algorithm
returns a counterexample (i.e., a sequence of states that leads
to a property violation), which is useful as diagnostic of the
system to discover in which situation the model is violated;
this is the most important advantage of the use of model
checking [3]. Fig. 3 shows the process to convert a real
PV system to a model to be verified by a model checking
procedure.
Fig. 3. From real system verification to model checking (adapted from [3]).
However, there is a main disadvantage of model checking:
the state explosion problem. In order to tackle this problem,
many different techniques were developed in the last decades.
One of the first major advances was symbolic model checking
with binary decision diagrams (BDDs). In this approach, a
set of states is represented by a BDD instead of by listing
each state individually, which is often exponentially smaller
in practice. Another promising approach to overcome state
explosion problem is Bounded Model Checking (BMC) [37].
BMC is a method that checks a model up to a given path
in the path length. BMC algorithms traverse a finite state
machine for a fixed number of steps, k, and checks whether
a property violation occurs with this bound. It uses Boolean
Satisfiability (SAT) or Satisfiability Module Theories (SMT)
solvers to check the generated formula from BMC.
SAT problem is a problem of determining whether there
are certain conditions or interpretations that satisfy a given
Boolean expression [3]. SMT decides the satisfiability of
a fragment of first-order formulae using a combination of
different background theories and thus generalizes SAT by
supporting uninterpreted functions, linear and non-linear arith-
metic, bit-vectors, tuples, arrays, and other decidable first-
order theories [3]. The SAT or SMT solvers search the model
for conditions (value of variables) that make the formula
satisfiable. If a SAT or SMT solver finds a substitution for the
formula/function then the substitute induces a counterexample
and is said to be satisfiable, i.e., it is satisfiable iff the
verified system contains errors. ESBMC is one of the most
representatives bounded model checkers for embedded C/C++
software based on SMT solvers [12]. ESBMC comes as an
alternative to overcome limitations of the system modeling,
6especially considering that the system complexity is increasing
and SMT has richer theories than SAT to represent models.
A. ESBMC
ESBMC (or Efficient SMT-based Bounded Model Checker)
is an open source, permissively licensed (Apache 2), cross
platform bounded model checking for C and C++ pro-
grams [12], which supports the verification of LTL properties
with bounded traces [36]. ESBMC’s verification flow can be
summarized in three stages: (i) a front-end that can read and
compile C/C++ code, where the formal specification of the
system to be verified is first handled; (ii) preprocessing steps
to deal with the representation of the code, control flow and
unwinding of loops, and the model simplification, thereby
aiming to reduce the verification effort; and finally (iii) the
SMT solving stage, where all the constraints and properties of
the system to be verified are encoded into SMT and checked
for satisfiability. If the SMT formula is shown to be satisfiable
(SAT), a counterexample is presented; otherwise, the formula
is unsatisfiable (UNSAT), i.e., there are no errors up to the
given unwinding bound.
ESBMC exploits the standardized input language of SMT
solvers (SMT-LIB1 logic format) to make use of a resource
called assertion stack. An assertion, in SMT solvers, is a
constraint over the variables in a formula that must hold if
the formula is satisfiable [38]. New assertions can be added to
or old assertions removed from this stack, depending on the
evaluated value of variables. This enables ESBMC, and the
respective solver, to learn from previous checks, optimizing the
search procedure and potentially eliminating a large amount
of formula state space to be searched, because it solves
and disregards data during the process, incrementally. This
technique is called “incremental SMT” [39] and allows us to
reduce the memory overhead, mainly when the verified system
is complex and the computing platform does not have large
amount of memory to deal with all the design space state.
IV. MODEL CHECKING STAND-ALONE SOLAR
PHOTOVOLTAIC SYSTEMS
The flowchart of the proposed automated verification
method is illustrated in Fig. 4. In Step 1, the PV input data
(e.g., load power demand and load energy consumption) and
the formulae to check the sizing project, the mathematical
model, the limits of the weather non-deterministic variables,
are all written as an ANSI-C code [40]. In Step 2, the sizing
check of the PV system takes place to make sure that the
components were selected according to the recognized design
standards [31]. In Step 3, weather variables (e.g., solar irradi-
ance and ambient temperature) will be systematically explored
by our verification engine based on maximum and minimum
values from the site, where the PV system will be deployed.
In addition, depending on one of the desired properties of the
system such as battery autonomy, energy availability, or even
system power supply, our verification engine is able to indicate
a failure if those properties are not met; in this particular case,
it provides a diagnostic counterexample that shows in which
conditions the property violation occurred.
1http://smtlib.cs.uiowa.edu/
Fig. 4. Flowchart of the proposed automated verification of PV systems.
In a nutshell, ESBMC will process the ANSI-C code
with constraints and properties from the PV system that are
provided by the user, and the tool will automatically verify if
the PV system requirements are met. If it returns a failure (i.e.,
SAT), then the tool provides a counterexample, i.e., a sequence
of states that leads to the property violation; this information
can be used as a feedback to improve the PV system design.
However, if the verification succeeds (i.e., UNSAT), there is no
failure up to the bound k; therefore, the PV system will present
its intended behavior up to the bound k, i.e., our verification
engine does not give any guarantee that there is no error in
bound k+ 1 unless some induction method is employed [41].
Algorithm 1 describes the pseudocode used to perform the
automated verification. Line 1 indicates a function call that
performs the size checking of the entire PV system: using
Equations (10), (11), (12), (14), (15), and (13) to verify the
PV panel; using (18), (19), and (20) to verify the batteries;
using (23), (25), and (26) to verify the charge controller;
and using (28), (29), and (30) to verify the inverter. The
verification is carried out by the assert macro from the ANSI-
C programming language to encode each equation above. The
argument to the assert statement must be true if the system
specification is met; otherwise, the program aborts and prints a
counterexample indicating a property violation. If there is no
property violation, then the verification algorithm continues
and the batteries are assumed to have SOC of 80% (Line 5).
Information related to average temperature (T ) and solar
irradiance (G), maximum and minimum annual, are given
to the algorithm in Lines 7 to 10 using non-deterministic
variables from ESBMC to explore all possible states and the
assume macro to constrain the non-deterministic values using
a given range. In order to reduce the computational effort of
the algorithm, every 24h-day was considered as a time-step
of 1 hour, and it was split into two parts: (a) one where it
is possible to occur PV generation, during daylight, with a
duration in hours depending on each site (but dependent on
the sun and weather conditions); and (b) one that includes all
7the remaining day (without any PV generation). Therefore, our
approach depends on specific data about the solar irradiation
levels to define the average amount of hours of PV generation.
After that, the model from PV generator is used in the
function call of Line 11, to produce the voltage and current
considering the states of G and T . With respect to every hour
considered, the conditional if-else-endif statements from Lines
12, 17, 23 and 28, will perform the charge or discharge of
batteries according to the value of different variables: if there
is PV generation (which depends on G and T ), the updated
state of charge from batteries, the house’s load and the set-up
information of the PV system.
Next, representing the time of the day where PV generation
is not possible anymore, starting in Line 31, the algorithm
will only discharge the batteries (using the 1 hour step) until
a new charging process (at the next day) starts. Specific asserts
in Lines 27 and 35 will check the state of charging from
batteries, and they will violate the property if their levels reach
the minimum that represents a discharged battery; therefore,
the PV system is unable to supply energy to the house.
Nevertheless, if the verification engine does not fail, then
we can conclude that the PV system does not need further
corrections up to the given bounds.
V. EXPERIMENTAL EVALUATION
A. Description of the Case Studies
We have performed five case studies to evaluate our pro-
posed verification method: (a) four PV systems (700 W
inverter, with 48h autonomy) deployed in four different houses
in an indigenous community (GPS coordinates 2o44’50.0”S
60o25’47.8”W) situated nearby Manaus (Brazil), with each
house having a different power demand (house 1 = 253 W,
house 2 = 263 W, house 3 = 283 W, and house 4 = 501
W); and (b) one case concerning a system deployed as an
individual system in Manaus (GPS coordinates 3o4’20.208”S
60o0’30.168”W), supporting 915 W of the house’s load (house
5 with 1,200 W inverter, and autonomy of just 6 h).
Note that the annual average temperature (T ) in Manaus
is from 23oC to 32oC; and irradiance (G) varies from 274
W/m2 to 852 W/m2 when there is sunlight (that information
is provided in Lines 9 and 10 of Algorithm 1). Another
characteristic of Manaus, based on historical weather data [42],
[43], is related to the fact that only during 8 hours of the day
is possible to have PV generation, from 8:00h to 16:00h (that
information is provided in Algorithm 1 as well).
B. Objectives and Setup
Our experimental evaluation aims to answer two research
questions:
RQ1 (soundness) Does our approach provide correct results?
RQ2 (performance) How does our approach compare against
other existing tools?
In order to evaluate the proposed verification method and
its performance, we have considered five case studies and also
compared its performance to the HOMER Pro tool. Every
dweller, who owns a PV system, was interviewed to get
information about his/her PV system during four months of
Algorithm 1 Model checking algorithm for stand-alone PV
1: Perform project sizing verification( )
2: if (FAIL verification) then
3: exit (“Project sizing erro”)
4: end if
5: SOC ← 80%
{Starting with the PV generation time}
LOOP Process
6: for h = 1 to Hours of PV generation do
7: G← nondet uint( ) {G is non-deterministic variable}
8: T ← nondet uint( ) {T is non-deterministic variable}
9: assume (Gmin ≤ G ≤ Gmax) {restricting G values}
10: assume (Tmin ≤ T ≤ Tmax) {restricting T values}
11: Imax, V max← PV generationMODEL(G,T )
{Now, testing if battery is empty:}
12: if (SOC ≤ SOClimit) then
13: assert (PV panel is generating energy?) {FAIL if not}
14: house← energy fromPV panels
15: battery ← energy fromPV panels
16: SOC ← SOC + 1h charge
17: else if (PV Array ≥ V bulk) then
18: depending on SOC, Battery enter in absorp. or float.
19: adequate the voltage at DC-bus (PV panel feed bus)
20: house← energy fromPV panels
21: battery ← energy fromPV panels
22: SOC ← SOC + 1h charge
23: else
24: Adequate the voltage of DC-bus (battery feed bus)
25: house← energy from batteries
26: SOC ← SOC − 1h discharge
27: assert (SOC ≥ SOClimit)
{this ELSE: batteries ≥ SOClimit but panels are off}
28: end if
29: h← (h+ 1)
30: end for
Start of battery autonomy verification:
31: AutonomyCount← 1
32: while AutonomyCount ≤ autonomy do
33: SOC ← SOC − (24 −
Hours of PV generation)h discharge
34: AutonomyCount ← (24 −
Hours of PV generation)
{autonomy verification during discharge period}
35: assert (SOC ≥ SOClimit)
{Perform similar for-LOOP as defined in line 6}
36: end while
37: return ( )
8use. This information was used to know possible flaws from
every system in the field.
All experiments were conducted on an otherwise idle Intel
Core i7-2600 (8-cores), with 3.4 GHz and 64 GB of RAM,
running Ubuntu 18.04.1 LTS 64-bits. Concerning our verifica-
tion engine, ESBMC v5.1 was used with the SMT incremental
mode2 enabled with the goal of reducing memory usage; we
have also used the SMT solver Z3 version 4.7.1 [44]. The
experiments were performed without a predefined timeout.
Experimental setup of HOMER Pro: all experiments were
conducted on an otherwise idle Intel Core i5-4210 (4-cores),
with 1.7 GHz and 4 GB of RAM, running Microsoft Windows
10; we have used HOMER Pro v3.12.0.
C. Results
The description of our experimental results can be broken
down into two parts: (a) the 1,200 W PV system (house 5)
failed during the sizing check since the number of panels was
incorrectly sized; in particular, the counterexample provided
by our verification engine indicated 3 PV panels in parallel
and the actual project has 2 in series and 2 in parallel. This
verification took approximately 63.3 hours to be performed.
Surveying the owner of the 1,200 W system we identified
that, in fact, the system does not meet the battery autonomy
most of the time (mainly when all loads are turned on), thus
affirming RQ1; this behavior is expected since the system was
purchased as an off-the-shelf solution and not as a customized
design for the electrical charges of the house; (b) For the 700
W PV systems of houses 1, 2, 3, and 4, the sizing check
was successful during verification, but our verification engine
has found flaws related to the battery autonomy, particularly
when SOC reached a empty-battery level. Our verification
engine identified those flaws (for all four houses) right after
the first night-discharge cycle, i.e., before the solar system
started to recharge the batteries. Our verification engine took
approximately 409.3 hours to find this flaw in house 1; 611.2
hours for house 2; 615.8 hours for house 3, and 620.8 hours
for house 4. These flaws were confirmed with the dwellers
who own the systems by an interview process: at least once a
month is usual the system to turn off, normally in raining or
clouds days, thereby reaching the situation described in Step
3 of Table II, further affirming RQ1; after the sun rises, the
systems returns to normal condition operation.
The same five case studies were evaluated by HOMER Pro.
The simulation results showed that the project restrictions were
met by four 700 W PV systems (house 1, 2, 3 and 4), without
any indication of sizing error or even performance related
issues. The case study that was unsuccessful during simulation
was the 1,200 W (house 5); however, without any indication
about the failures of this PV system. All the simulations took
less than 5 seconds (each) to be performed by HOMER Pro.
Despite the divergence of results for the houses 1, 2, 3 and 4
w.r.t. our proposed approach, it is evident that the information
collected from the dwellers indicate that our approach provides
the correct evaluation of the PV system, thus answering RQ2.
2The command-line used to perform the verification is: $ esbmc filename.c
--no-bounds-check --no-pointer-check --no-div-by-zero-check --unwind 300 -
-smt-during-symex --smt-symex-guard --z3
House 5 presented flaws from both tools; however, only our
approach indicated which design error was responsible for the
flaw (number of PV panels), further answering RQ2. Note that
a PV design always uses daily average values of sun hours to
each site, with impact in the PV components. Those hours
are based on historical data and, in field, it is not unusual
to find days where that number of hours was not reached
due to weather conditions. The season has impact since the
case studies are from the rain forest, where clouds are always
present. As a result, the identified flaws in houses 1, 2, 3, and
4, are justified once again.
D. Threats to Validity
We have reported a favorable assessment of the proposed
method over a diverse set of real-world benchmarks. Never-
theless, we have also identified three threats to the validity of
our results that can further be assessed.
Model precision: each component of the PV system is
mathematically modelled, and the precision of the proposed
method depends on the precision of that particular model. A
careful evaluation in a PV laboratory to validate the model
could add more reliability to the results produced by our
method.
Time step: The run-time complexity of our proposed method
is an issue; the time step of one hour can be further reduced to
approximate the algorithm to the real-world scenario, where
a solar irradiance and ambient temperature can change in
fractions of minutes.
Case studies: Our case studies are performed only in Man-
aus, in particular in the south hemisphere. A more complete
evaluation can be performed if other places around the world
could become case studies.
VI. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
We have described and evaluated an automated verifica-
tion method to check whether a given PV system meets
its specification using software model checking techniques.
We have considered five case studies from real photovoltaic
systems deployed in five different sites, ranging from 700 W
to 1, 200 W. Although this verification method takes longer
than simulation methods, it is able to find specific conditions
that lead to failures in a PV system previously validated by a
commercial simulation tool. In particular, the proposed method
was successful in finding sizing errors and indicating in which
conditions a PV system can fail. As future work, the proposed
method will be extended to start from a list of commercial
equipment, where each equipment is verified and the final
solution, which satisfies the project specification, is found via
Counterexample Guided-Inductive Synthesis [45], thus leading
to an optimum sizing of PV systems. We will also consider
other types of renewable energy and even hybrid ones to allow
our method to design and verify typical rural electrification.
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